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In the early hours of the morning, late at night, as I flew over the land at 36,000 feet, clear of all the noise
below, I dozed off in the thoughts of my mind and as usual, images began to appear. What they are is not
important; what they mean is of importance to us all. This then sums up what came to me as I flew across
the country late last night...

So much work, so little time. Who is so blind that
they cannot see that the way things are cannot go
on much longer? Who really thinks that injustice
can go on forever?
Who really thinks that the Ketz will never come?
Who really thinks that Mashiah will be delayed
forever? Well, think again! Things are not going to
happen as soon as we might think, but happen they
will, happening they are!
Heaven does not operate on the same time
schedule as does humanity. We live in parallel
similar worlds, but in very different, dissimilar
dimensions. The natural laws governing each world
are different. Time and space exist differently in
each and function with almost mirror-reflection
opposites to one another.
In Heaven, time moves at a different pace and in a different direction than it does here on Earth.
Although our two worlds are integrally connected, they are naturally opposites. On Earth time
moves forward, whereas in Heaven, (from our point of view), time moves backwards.
At the point where forward time and backward time meet, this will be the point where the two
dimensions merge. At this point Mashiah will exit the Garden of Eden and slide into this dimension
and on to our Earth. Mind you, this is not the first time this has happened.
Mashiah will not come alone, but will be accompanied by many holy warriors. They will be the
denizens of that other dimension and their role is to support Mashiah in his take-over of Earth and
his removal of all human civilization built up until then.
His coming will be most unwelcome by almost all. His imposition of order will not be performed
with love and patience but rather with ruthless vigor. The holy warriors are far more advanced in
spirit, mind, heart and deed, above anything humanity can possibly now imagine. Even the latest
“black ops” military weapons will simply cease to function when the Messianic armada arrives.
Nothing will be able to withstand the onslaught, just as it was with the waters of the Flood.
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Those who resist will simply die. Their flesh will fall off their bones. They will simply melt, but not
in any type of nuclear blast, but rather the life-force energy that enables life will simply be
removed from them. Their molecular structure will not longer have any integrity and they will
simply melt and disappear. No mess, no clean-up; it will all be rather neat and quick.
This will not happen all over the world but specifically only in one place, in Jerusalem. Although
all will not be there; all will see it as it happens. The global media will record and report it all,
blow by blow. The world will be in panic, with absolutely nothing to be done other than to submit
and to change.
As history marches forward and the nations of the world continue to prepare for war, targeting
above all others the little State of Israel, Heaven is watching and it is Heaven that is moving the
minds of leaders to take the actions that they will. They are all being aroused to come to
Jerusalem to meet their destinies.
All upheavals, be they military, political, economic or natural, such as earthquakes, are all brought
about through the Hands of Higher Influence. THEY are watching us, and it is THEY who are in
control. THEY answer only to THE ONE and when the times balance between the dimensions THE
ONE will send Mashiah and THEY will come with him, finally coming out of the shadows of a
parallel world and into the light of this world.
This cannot be avoided, this can no longer be delayed. The merger between worlds has sped up;
the two dimensions are growing ever closer, they are on a collision course. When the two meet,
like at the Big Bang and Sinai, a new world will be born. There is a timetable. The date is set. It
will no longer be delayed or postponed. The time is coming and it is almost here now.
We are presently being prepared and individually guided. But in order to see what is coming, we
desperately need to open our eyes. The spiritual inner eye is the only one that can see this; it
resides in the heart, not the mind.
The mind blocks what the spiritual eye can see; therefore one must silence one's mouth from
speech and silence one's mind from questions. Only then, in the silence will one be able to see
that which has not yet materialized, but surely will materialize soon.
Be silent, be open, and most of all be ready. And remember, HaShem is with you always. Whether
or not you see Him; He sees you. What is it that you want Him to see?
Let Him lead you and to Still Waters will He take you. Trust, let go, live by faith; only this is the
right way, the RIGHTeous way.
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